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Seatylock is all about innovation and thinking outside the box. Our 
team is comprised of members coming from different walks of life: 
design, engineering, manufacturing and security. While we have 
varying backgrounds, all of us share a common passion for cycling 
and riding our bicycles is an integral part of city life for all of us. This 
shared passion is the driving force behind Seatylock.

As cycling enthusiasts, our mission is to create the best bike locks 
in the world and more. By more we mean innovative and practical 
solutions that have a true impact on urban cyclist’s daily experience. 
To achieve this, from day one we have aspired to discover new 
concepts and ideas for our fellow urban cyclists. Seatylock was born 
as a platform for innovation, as our first creation was the first ever 
product to combine a bicycle seat and a lock in one – the Seatylock. 
Since, we have continued to "think outside the box" by coming up 
with innovative solutions that approach daily problems and needs 
from different angles. Every Seatylock product is unique and unlike 
anything created before in order to translate cyclist’s needs into 
simple and innovative solutions. This is what Seatylock is all about. 

Today, Seatylock operates on a global scale and supplies markets 
throughout the world with premium products and innovative 
solutions. We continue to pursue our passion and do everything 
possible to ensure cyclists can get wherever they are going safely 
and comfortably.

We strive to be the best and most innovative bike security company in the world.  
We meticulously focus our energy and resources on bringing the best user 
experience to our customers through innovation, high-quality materials and 
precise design. This requires attention to the smallest details, listening to our 
growing community of costumers and coming up with simple and innovative 
solutions for problems and inconveniences that the urban cycling community 
encounters. Each one of our products stands out for its unique design and 
innovative features. We invest a lot of efforts in making our products both user 
friendly and tough, so we can proudly and confidently say that each one is the 
best in its category.

About

Our vision



At Seatylock, we are committed to the highest standards throughout our 
production process. We apply rigid quality management processes, high 
engineering skills and the use of materials of the highest quality only. In order to 
make sure all our products are not only strong, but also durable, we make zero 
compromises throughout our production process. All products are routinely 
tested to ensure longevity and security so our customers can enjoy reliable 
products that will stand the test of time. 

Production





The Foldylock Compact was developed as a lighter version of the Foldylock 
Classic to create a lock that offers an ideal balance between light-weight design 
and a high security level. The Compact is the lightest Sold Secure Silver Certified 
folding lock for its category, only 1 kg / 2.2 lb, and has a 14/18 internal security 
ranking. Its basic configuration allows it to form a circle when locking the bike 
and to be folded into a small case when attached to your bike. It’s there when 
you need it, unnoticeable when you don’t.

Foldylock Compact’s unique features take folding locks to the next level. Its 
ultra-protected rivets, anti-drilling components and hardened steel links 
provide high level security and a solution for the main security weakness of 
folding locks– vulnerability to side cuts. In order to achieve ease of use as well 
as outstanding protection against theft, Foldylock Compact features a unique 
friction mechanism between each pair of links to prevent noises and allow 
smooth operation, a silent ride mechanism and plastic-coated links to protect 
your bike frame. 

Foldylock Compact has received international acclaim and rave reviews 
from thousands of satisfied cyclists who choose to make it part of their daily 
commuting experience.

Features Technical

Comes with the product

1kg/2.2lb

• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Mounting case
• 2 Velcro straps
• 2 Mounting screws
• 2 Rubber buffers
• Hex key
• User manual

Name SKU Box qty

Foldylock Compact Black FC001BK 6

Foldylock Compact Grey FC001GY 6

Foldylock Compact Orange FC001OR 6

Foldylock Compact Yellow FC001YW 6

Foldylock Compact Blue FC001BU 6
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The award winning Clipster is the first & only wearable folding lock in the world. 
It offers a perfect balance between comfort and style and high-level security 
with a Sold Secure Silver Certification and a 14/18 internal security ranking. The 
Clipster has all the advantages and unique features of the Foldylock Compact 
with a very special twist – an integrated-built-in belt clip which makes it a 
wearable version of the Foldylock Compact. The clip makes it easy to attach 
the Clipster to the rider’s belt, trousers or bag, so it’s the perfect lock to carry 
wherever you go, while still maintaining all the qualities of a strong and user-
friendly bike lock. Like all members of the Foldylock family, the Clipster also 
features a unique friction mechanism between each pair of links to prevent 
noises and allow smooth operation, a silent ride mechanism and plastic-coated 
links to protect your bike frame.

The Clipster is all about inspiration and style in the urban landscape. It was 
created as a homage for urban cycling and for cyclists that are looking for a 
way to keep their bikes clean and uncluttered. This is why we created a bike 
lock that is much more than a functional device, its fashion, its style and its part 
of your identity. The Clipster’s sleek design and unique concept has won it the 
prestigious Taipei Cycle d&i design award.

Features Technical

Comes with the product

1kg/2.2lb

• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Silicon retaining band
• Decorative Key Chain

Name SKU Box qty

Foldylock Clipster Black FH001BK 6

Foldylock Clipster Red FH001RD 6
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The Foldylock Classic is the original member of the Foldylock family – Seatylock’s 
family of folding locks. Its basic configuration allows it to form a circle when 
locking the bike and to be folded into a small case when attached to your bike. 
Thanks to its tough build Foldylock Classic has a 14/18 internal security ranking 
and is part of a limited group of Sold Secure Silver Certified folding locks. 
It stands out for its flexibility, ease of use and unique configuration.

Foldylock Classic’s unique features take folding locks to the next level. Its ultra-
protected rivets, anti-drilling components and hardened steel links provide high-
level security and a solution for the main security weakness of folding locks– 
vulnerability to side cuts. In order to achieve ease of use as well as outstanding 
protection against theft, Foldylock Classic features a unique friction mechanism 
between each pair of links to prevent noises and allow smooth operation, 
a silent ride mechanism and plastic-coated links to protect your bike frame. 

The Classic’s larger dimensions (95 cm circumference) allow more locking 
options compared to the smaller members of the Foldylock family, making it 
the perfect folding lock for larger bikes.

Features Technical

Comes with the product

1.34kg/2.95lb

• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Mounting case
• 2 Velcro straps
• 2 Mounting screws
• 2 Rubber buffers
• Hex key
• User manual

Name SKU Box qty

Foldylock Classic Black FL001B-R 6

Foldylock Classic Cream FL001CM 6
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The Foldylock Forever is the strongest member of the Foldylock family. It’s a 
maximum-security level folding lock with a 18/18 internal security ranking which 
makes it the strongest of its kind, a fierce powerhouse. With the highest possible 
security level, Foldylock Forever is the ideal folding lock for high risk security 
needs in theft ridden areas. Its sheer strength and resilience will discourage 
thieves that are in for an unpleasant surprise when they try to tackle it.

Foldylock Forever features all the unique advantages of other members of the 
Foldylock family: ultra-protected rivets, anti-drilling components and hardened 
steel links for protection against side cuts and various manipulations. The 
Foldylock Forever also features a unique friction mechanism between each pair 
of links to prevent noises and allow smooth operation, a silent ride mechanism 
and plastic-coated links to protect your bike frame. 

Foldylock Forever is the ideal lock for cyclists who prefer a folding lock and don’t 
want to make any compromises on their security demands. With the Foldylock 
Forever owners of expensive bikes can enjoy the ease of use and comfort of a 
folding lock with full confidence and peace of mind.

Features Technical

Comes with the product

1.75kg/3.86lb

• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Mounting case
• 2 Velcro straps
• 2 Mounting screws
• 2 Rubber buffers
• Hex key
• User manual

Name SKU Box qty

Foldylock Forever coming soon 6
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The Mason U-locks are a family of small and mid-size U-locks characterized by 
their unique features. The Masons feature a unique triangular shaped crossbar 
that is 30% stronger than parallel circular shaped crossbars. This exceptional 
design provides an ideal ratio between strength and weight for an extra safe 
Sold Secure Gold Certified lock with a 16/18 internal security rating. The Masons 
also feature a double thickness body plate that provides added security for 
the most theft vulnerable part of U-locks and a double deadbolt for protection 
against twist attacks. For added longevity the Masons feature a unique 
automatic keyhole cover for protection against water, rust, dust, dirt and debris.

The Mason 140 is the smaller sibling of the Mason family. At only 0.97 Kg, it proudly 
holds the title of “lightest Sold Secure Gold lock in the world”. The compact size 
of the Mason 140 means it’s much harder for thieves to manipulate and open it 
through twist and leverage attacks. Its small dimensions make it easy to throw 
it in a bag, mount it on your bike or even attach it to your belt, you’re hardly 
going to notice it’s there. This combination makes the Mason 140 a super safe 
and compact lock, perfect for securing your bicycle in high risk locations where 
the risk of theft is high.

Features Technical

Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
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0.97kg/2.13lb

Name SKU Box qty

Mason U-lock 140 Black UM85/140-BK 6

Mason U-lock 140 Grey UM85/140-GY 6

Mason U-lock 140 Red UM85/140-RD 6



1.07kg/2.36lb

The Mason U-locks are a family of small and mid-size U-locks characterized by 
their unique features. The Masons feature a unique triangular shaped crossbar 
that is 30% stronger than parallel circular shaped crossbars. This exceptional 
design provides an ideal ratio between strength and weight for an extra safe 
Sold Secure Gold Certified lock with a 16/18 internal security rating. The Masons 
also feature a double thickness body plate that provides added security for 
the most theft vulnerable part of U-locks and a double deadbolt for protection 
against twist attacks. For added longevity the Masons feature a unique 
automatic keyhole cover for protection against water, rust, dust, dirt and debris.

The Mason 180 is the larger sibling of the Mason family. It’s 40 mm longer than the 
Mason 140 and only 0.10 Kg’s heavier. The Mason 180 is the world’s lightest Sold 
Secure Gold Certified U-lock for its category and dimensions. Its dimensions 
allow more options for securing your bike and a solution for bikes with bigger 
wheels. If you’re looking for a combination of ultimate protection and flexible 
options for locations to lock your bike, the Mason 180 is the lock for you.

Features Technical

Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
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Name SKU Box qty

Mason U-lock 180 Black UM85/180-BK 6

Mason U-lock 180 Grey UM85/180-GY 6

Mason U-lock 180 Red UM85/180-RD 6



The Pure U-locks are the larger members of Seatylock’s U-lock family. They 
provide reliable theft protection and ultimate security with their 18/18 maximum 
internal security ranking and a Sold Secure Gold Certification. The Pure U-locks 
are an ideal solution for maximum protection in theft ridden areas. 

Pure locks are characterized by a unique, 15.3mm thick, pentagonal shaped 
crossbar that guarantees maximum security, stronger than any rounded 
crossbar U-lock. They also feature a double deadbolt for protection against 
twist attacks, anti-drilling components and an extra wide 115 mm clearance 
that enables more locking possibilities for larger bikes, extra fat tires and wider 
bike racks. For added longevity the Pure U-locks feature an automatic keyhole 
cover for protection against water, rust, dust, dirt and debris. All these features 
combine to make sure your bike is protected anywhere, anytime.

The Pure 220 is the smaller version of the Pure collection. Its dimensions provide 
balance between the necessity of carrying a lock in a convenient manner and 
the need for a maximum-security solution. With its wide crossbar the Pure 220 
allows plenty of options for locking your bike in a busy city with crowded streets 
and packed bike racks. Just find the right spot and Pure 220 will give you peace 
of mind and maximum protection.

Features Technical

Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Decorative Key Chain
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Name SKU Box qty

Pure 220 UL220 6

1.5kg/3.3lb

22
cm

8.
66

”

11.5cm
4.53”



The Pure U-locks are the larger members of Seatylock’s U-lock family. They 
provide reliable theft protection and ultimate security with their 18/18 maximum 
internal security ranking and a Sold Secure Gold Certification. The Pure U-locks 
are an ideal solution for maximum protection in theft ridden areas. 

Pure locks are characterized by a unique, 15.3mm thick, pentagonal shaped 
crossbar that guarantees maximum security, stronger than any rounded 
crossbar U-lock. They also feature a double deadbolt for protection against 
twist attacks, anti-drilling components and an extra wide 115 mm clearance 
that enables more locking possibilities for larger bikes, extra fat tires and wider 
bike racks. For added longevity the Pure U-locks feature an automatic keyhole 
cover for protection against water, rust, dust, dirt and debris. All these features 
combine to make sure your bike is protected anywhere, anytime.

The Pure 300 is the larger version of the Pure collection. It’s an ideal solution for 
cyclists that need a longer lock to secure their bike. With its large dimensions, 
the Pure 300 can also secure two bikes together.

Features Technical

Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Decorative Key Chain
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Name SKU Box qty

Pure 300 UL300 6

1.7kg/3.75lb

30
cm

11
.8

”

11.5cm
4.53”



Name SKU Length mm Link thickness mm Weight kg Box qty

Viking Chain Lock 90 VK1000-90 900 10 2.5 6

Viking Chain Lock 110 VK1000-110 1100 10 2.9 6

Viking Chain Lock 140 VK1000-140 1400 10 3.5 6

The Viking chain lock provides reliable theft protection and ultimate security with 
its 18/18 maximum internal security ranking and Sold Secure Gold Certification. 
Just as its name implies, the Viking stands for strength and durability, a perfect 
solution for high risk security needs in theft ridden areas. The Viking was created 
to combine maximum level security needs with user-friendly features that are 
usually absent in bulky, heavy chain locks. 

The Viking’s clever design features a patent pending magnetic fixation locking 
mechanism to allow smooth and easy locking and square shaped 10mm 
hardened steel chain links that are harder to cut through in comparison to 
industry standard round shape links. The chain links are covered by a water-
resistant Neoprene sleeve (the same type of material used for protective clothing 
in aquatic activities) that protects bikes from scratches and damages. For added 
longevity the Viking features an automatic keyhole cover for protection against 
water, rust, dust, dirt and debris. With its combination of unique features and 
though design the Viking stands out as a unique chain lock, unlike any other.

Features
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Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card



Seatylock is a one of a kind, hybrid product, combining a bicycle seat and a lock 
in one. When mounted on top of the seat post it functions just as a normal 
bike seat. Following a few easy steps, the Seatylock unfolds and turns into a 
one-meter long lock. Seatylock was created as a solution for two prominent 
problems: saddle theft and the inconvenience that urban cyclists experience 
with bike locks. With Seatylock, the lock is an integrated part of the bike, so 
cyclists never have to deal with bulky inconvenient locks and with the burden of 
carrying the saddle wherever they go. Used as a lock, when parking, the saddle 
is naturally locked - so saddle theft is out of the question. This is how Seatylock 
offers a practical, elegant and convenient solution for problems that concern 
millions of urban cyclists around the world.

Operating the transition between both of Seatylock’s functions is super easy and 
intuitive - it takes less than 10 seconds. Adjusting the position is only done once 
with a special universal adaptor, and since the adaptor is fixed to the seat post, 
it will maintain its exact position time and time again. Seatylock components 
are weather protected from rust and UV and are made of high-quality hardened 
steel with anti-drilling components. All these elements combine into a durable 
high quality product. 

Seatylock Trekking is sleek and agile. It was designed for urban cyclists who 
prefer a saddle with a sporty spirit. It offers a balance between sporty design 
and high level comfort to enhance riding experience in the urban landscape and 
a solution for fast pace urban cyclists who want to avoid the hassle of worrying 
about a bike lock and saddle theft.

Features Technical

Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Adaptor
• User manual
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Name SKU Box qty

Trekking Classic Black SL001TRCLBK 6

Trekking Chameleon Black SL001TRCHBK 6

Trekking Stripes Black SL001TRSTBK 6

1.33kg/2.9lb



Seatylock is a one of a kind, hybrid product, combining a bicycle seat and a lock 
in one. When mounted on top of the seat post it functions just as a normal 
bike seat. Following a few easy steps, the Seatylock unfolds and turns into a 
one-meter long lock. Seatylock was created as a solution for two prominent 
problems: saddle theft and the inconvenience that urban cyclists experience 
with bike locks. With Seatylock, the lock is an integrated part of the bike, so 
cyclists never have to deal with bulky inconvenient locks and with the burden of 
carrying the saddle wherever they go. Used as a lock, when parking, the saddle 
is naturally locked - so saddle theft is out of the question. This is how Seatylock 
offers a practical, elegant and convenient solution for problems that concern 
millions of urban cyclists around the world.

Operating the transition between both of Seatylock’s functions is super easy and 
intuitive - it takes less than 10 seconds. Adjusting the position is only done once 
with a special universal adaptor, and since the adaptor is fixed to the seat post, 
it will maintain its exact position time and time again. Seatylock components 
are weather protected from rust and UV and are made of high-quality hardened 
steel with anti-drilling components. All these elements combine into a durable 
high quality product. 

Seatylock Comfort offers a wider ergonomic saddle suited for longer rides and 
leisure. While riding through towns, cities and the countryside, many cyclists 
require a wider saddle to provide support during their cycling adventures. 
Seatylock Comfort was created as a solution for cyclists that need a comfort-
oriented saddle without the hassle of worrying about a bike lock and saddle theft.

Features Technical

Comes with the product
• 3 Keys
• Duplication code card
• Adaptor
• User manual
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Name SKU Box qty

Comfort Classic Black SL001COCLBK 6

Comfort Classic Brown SL001COCLBR 6

Comfort Chameleon Black SL001COCHBK 6

1.4kg/3.1lb



What is SeatyGo

SeatyGo is a revolutionary patented concept that reinvents the bike seat. It’s based 
on a unique configuration that separates the rails from the saddle platform, thus 
allowing you to easily take off your saddle and make sure it always stays safe and dry. 

Why SeatyGo?

SeatyGo offers a simple and easy solution for the most significant problems 
that millions of urban cyclists around the world encounter daily with their bike 
saddles: saddle theft, keeping your saddle outside in wet weather conditions 
and protecting saddles from long term damages caused by sun and humidity. 
SeatyGo is the first and only bike seat that provides a complete solution for all of 
these problems.

In order to keep their bike seat safe, cyclists typically remove their seat post and 
take it on the go or leave their seat locked in an improvised manner. On rainy days, 
many cyclists use saddle covers, plastic bags, shower caps or basically anything 
that will keep the seat dry. All of these options are partial and incomplete, leaving 
cyclists without a convenient and practical solution to secure their saddle from 
theft while also keeping it dry and protected from weather damages. SeatyGo 
puts an end to all of this in a simple and user-friendly manner. 

Using SeatyGo

SeatyGo operation is as simple and easy as it gets. With just one simple and reliable 
quick release pull, your saddle stays safe and dry, while your stainless-steel rails 
stay attached to the seat post. SeatyGo features a safety trigger that functions as 
a double safety mechanism. It prevents the possibility of unintentional release to 
ensure a safe and secure ride. 

SeatyGo Models

SeatyGo’s design does not intervene with the esthetics of the bike, if anything, 
it gives a stylish touch, since it comes in different models, sizes and colors to 
suit the cyclist’s riding position and personal taste. SeatyGo comes in 3 different 
models: Dynamic, Urban and Ebike. All SeatyGo models feature a waterproof 
microfiber cover bonded onto a flexible base, allowing the use of various density 
levels and different shapes of high quality foam for extra durability and supreme 
performance tailored for the characteristics of each model.
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Name SKU Box qty

SeatyGo Dynamic Black SG001DY-BK 6

SeatyGo Dynamic Grey SG001DY-GY 6

SeatyGo Dynamic Red SG001DY-RD 6

0.44kg/0.97lb

28cm
11.02”

15.5cm
6.1”

Features & Technical

Dynamic

SeatyGo Dynamic is a flat and rigid saddle, designed for 
experienced riders with a sporty approach. It allows 
added power transfer and minimal chafing while 
pedaling. The Dynamic model was created for the daily 
needs of urban cyclists that prefer a sporty saddle.

NEVER WET NEVER BURNED NEVER STOLEN



0.52kg/1.15lb

28cm
11.02”

21cm
8.27”0.48kg/1.06lb

28cm
11.02”

15.5cm
6.1”

Name SKU Box qty

SeatyGo Urban Black SG001UR-BK 6

SeatyGo Urban Grey SG001UR-GY 6

SeatyGo Urban Red SG001UR-RD 6

Features & Technical

Urban Ebike

SeatyGo Urban is a narrow and ergonomic saddle, designed 
for urban riders who like to combine style and comfort. It 
was created for the daily needs of urban commuters with 
an emphasis on comfortable support.
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Name SKU Box qty

SeatyGo Ebike Black SG001EB-BK 6

SeatyGo Ebike Grey SG001EB-GY 6

SeatyGo Ebike Red SG001EB-RD 6

Features & Technical

SeatyGo Ebike is a wide and ergonomic saddle, designed 
for Ebikes. Anyone who uses their electric bicycle on a daily 
basis, knows that a comfortable Ebike saddle is essential 
for a comfortable ride. Therefore, the SeatyGo Ebike is 
designed for an upright cycling position that guarantees 
greater comfort, safety and control for Ebike commuters.

NEVER WET NEVER BURNED NEVER STOLENNEVER WET NEVER BURNED NEVER STOLEN



Approvals

Features

Security level
Sold Secure Certified   
Premier security certification
Master Locksmiths Association, UK

Ice Spray Tested and Certified  
against ice spray attacks

Security level 12-14
Locks in this security level are Sold Secure 
Silver certified. They are most appropriate 
for use in medium risk environments and 
offer a great level of resistance against theft 

Security level 16-18
Locks in this security level are Sold Secure 
Gold certified. They offer the highest level 
of security for maximum protection. They 
are most appropriate for use in a high-risk 
environment and against more determined 
and equipped thieves
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seatylock.com


